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Download the app
Download the free app. Most of what you do on Instagram is going to be
from your mobile device. There is a desktop version of Instagram, but it’s
very limited. 

Create a business account
For business, I recommend having a business public account. You may
choose to also have a private, personal account but for business, set up a
public business account.

Create your username
You want to create a username that is similar to other usernames you
have. Ideally, especially for those of you in real estate, you want to keep it
to your name. 

Add your photo and bio 
I like to have the same photo on Instagram as I do on my other social
media platforms. You only have 150 characters for your bio so I like to
have my profile be a little personal, a little business. Add a link to your
website too or use a free tool like linktr.ee to set up multiple links in your
bio.

Connect with friends, colleagues and clients
Search to see who is on Instagram and connect with friends, colleagues,
clients and prospects on Instagram.

Get started creating content 
There is a variety of types of content on Instagram. Start with posting a
few posts to your feed. Ideas for your first few posts can include a bit
about yourself, who you are, what market area you serve and why you
love what you do. You can create content in Instagram or you can use a
free tool like Canva to create content to post to Instagram. 
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GETTING STARTED

Instagram is one of the fastest growing social media platforms and it is a great place to
build your social presence and to generate business for real estate agents and brokers
when done correctly. Here are a few tips for getting started!



This is the place to post your best photos! These photos may be listings, community
photos, quotes and more. It is more about quality versus quantity here. You can also
post one-minute videos to your feed. To maximize your reach with your posts, we
recommend having a public, business Instagram account and using 15-30 hashtags on
each post. Your hashtags should be a mix of what the post is all about and who you are
and also the type of client you’d like to attract.

Instagram Stories
This is the place to share your behind-the-scenes. As you are out and about – this is a
way to share the behind-the-scenes of your day-to-day as you get ready for listings,
working with clients, previewing homes, and working in your community. People like
to do business with people they know, like and trust – and relate to. Instagram Stories
allows your potential clients to get to know you better. Stories disappear after 24
hours.

IG Live is a great opportunity to share content in the moment like breaking news or to
give an impromptu video tour of a home. Once you are live you can interact with people
in real time and you can then save the live broadcast and upload to IGTV after to
repurpose.

 
 

Instagram TV or IGTV, is the place to share longer-form video up to 15 minutes. You can
repurpose other video content you may be creating for YouTube or Facebook and
share it to IGTV too. Once you post a video – you can also share a preview in your
Stories and your feed.
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KEY AREAS OF INSTAGRAM

Instagram Feed

Instagram TV

Instagram Live

Instagram Reels is one of the hottest new tools in Instagram. Instagram Reels can be a
great opportunity to increase engagement over on your Instagram channel by creating
quick and creative content using music, text, GIFs and more!

Instagram Reels



Pay attention to new trends. Embracing new features like IGTV
and Reels can have a huge impact on your engagement. Look for  
opportunities to repurpose your content into Reels or IGTV
content.

Review your Instagram insights to see what type of posts in the
past had a higher level of engagement, likes, comments and/or
saves. You can re-share older content if it's still relevant today!

Post consistently. From my own experience, posting 3-5 times a
week in my feed has made a big difference and daily on my
Instagram Stories

Don’t just post to post – give people a reason to like, share and
save.  Think about why you like, comment or share content. Make
sure your content is balanced between listings, just sold,
testimonials and other types of content that bring value:
educational tips, inspirational content, fun home decor ideas, etc.

Be consistent commenting back and engaging with other
people’s posts. Focus on connecting with at least five people a
day on Instagram. 

Use your Stories to post throughout the day and share the
behind-the-scenes of your day. This is a great opportunity to
connect with potential prospects. Use some of the tools available
in Stories to create fun content such as polls, GIFs and stickers.

Have fun with your content!

To succeed and generate business using Instagram, you need to make sure you carve
out time not just to post but to spend time interacting with others and implementing
some additional strategies to increase the number of people and prospects seeing
your content. Here are a few simple tips:
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INCREASE YOUR ENGAGEMENT



Who are you?
What are you all about? 
What is most important to you? 
Why did you get into real estate? 
Who are the clients you serve? 
Where is your market area?

Mistake #1: Post so-so pics of houses
Now is the time to post your best pics and videos! Pick your best 3- 5
for your listings and make them shine! You can get creative and post
up to 10 pictures in a carousel post. 

Remember, in your description, you don't need to share every fact of
the listing. Keep it simple, you may even think about sharing a story
to engage your audience and then include a simple call to action for
people to contact you for additional information.

Mistake #2: Only showcasing listings
When creating content, you want to think about the Instagram
algorithm. Think about the type of content that people will like,
share or save? It's great to have a balance of content. 

Think of the who, what, where and why when it comes to your
content. 

Why do you love what you do? Answering these questions will help
you develop your content strategy.

Mistake #3: Don’t spray and pray!
Don’t just put the same graphic or flyer everywhere – be creative!
Repurpose and repackage your content – make it work specifically
for the platform you are posting on. 
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MISTAKES TO AVOID

Wondering what not to do on Instagram? Here are a few simple mistakes to avoid as
real estate agents using Instagram. 



Have a daily routine and a weekly routine
When it comes to Instagram, consistency counts. Getting into a routine
with your content can make a a really big difference. Time-block your
schedule and set aside 10-15 minutes a day for Instagram and more as
needed. 

For weekly, you may always post a "Monday motivational" quote, a Reel
or IGTV you create on Wednesday and a "Feature Friday" post with a new
listing of the week. By getting yourself into a routine it's going to be
easier to batch create your content, schedule and plan content and then
also be 'in the moment' as you'd like!

Create content on your phone vs. directly on Instagram. 
As you’re out and about, look at your life as content. Capture the little
things on your phone. Then, when you have time, you can sit down and
put together the story. Remember, a simple video or Reel you edit or
create later could be the culmination of a few quick 2-3 second videos
you take as you are out and about. 

Be thoughtful and be a storyteller. 
When you think about content, think about the story you want to tell.
Instead of just a random piece of content, try to be more thoughtful in
your posting. When you are posting market stats think about why this is
important - who does this impact? When you are posting a listing, is
there a fun fact or story you can share about the home? When you share
an inspirational quote is there a reason why it resonates with you
personally?

Be a good finder
Be on the lookout for good things that are happening in your community
and with your connections on Instagram – show, tag and highlight those
people. Search local businesses and organizations that are important to
you and share their posts from time to time. Good things come back to
you!
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TIME-SAVING TIPS

Instagram should not be a time suck! Here are a few simple tips for making the most
out of Instagram. 



 Staging tips
How to improve a home for selling
Post a list of things you should look for in a home
Tips for renovating to sell
How you are keeping your clients safe
Why or why not you host open houses
New home trends
Beautiful outdoor space and suggestions for creating one
Post a kitchen organization tip
Energy saving ideas
Collaborate with a local home improvement contractor
Collaborate with a local builder
Collaborate with a local lender
A photo of your office space
Details for an upcoming open house or virtual open house
Create a list of things you can do to improve your home’s value
Start a know before you buy series 
Start a tips for selling series
Start a tips for buying series
Share a list of home maintenance you must do monthly or yearly
Your favorite organization tips for small spaces 
Tips for first-time home owners
How to downsize your home
Tips for upgrading your home
Tips for buying an investment property
Tips for buying a vacation home
Before and after photos from staging
#TBT or ThrowbackThursday - share a post highlighting you or your community
from the past. 
#MondayMotivation - inspirational quotes
#TipTuesday - real estate tips
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POST IDEAS FOR REALTORS

Looking for some additional content ideas? Here are some of my favorite post ideas for
Instagram for real estate pros!



Asana
Trello
Google Sheets and Drive
CalendarLabs.com

Facebook Creator Studio
Later
HootSuite

Hashtagify.me
All-hashtags.com
Hashtags.org

Canva
WordSwag
Videoshop
InShot
Videorama

Planning and organization:

Instagram scheduling:

Hashtag tools:

Content creation and video editing
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TOOLS AND RESOURCES

Let's connect!
@katielanceconsulting

@katielanceconsulting

@katielance

Katie Lance
Founder/CEO | Katie Lance Consulting
KatieLance.com  katie@katielance.com

Here are some of my very favorite tools, apps and resources for Instagram! 


